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Introduction – Motivations
Musical instruments with continuous pitch manipulation capabilities are fascinating in the
breadth of musical tones that they can produce. Traditionally, however, their interfaces
present significant limitations and disadvantages. They tend to exclude the use of chords,
limiting the performer to one note at a time, and they often give insufficient, if any, user
feedback (other than the sound itself), making it very difficult for a novice user to
accurately command the musical output.
This problem motivated the creation of MusicalTM, a new computer instrument that
combines the continuous controllability of the trombone and the theremin with a unique
and programmable interface for enhanced user control.
Model and Metaphor
MusicalTM was inspired by the pull and snap-back action of tape measures. The tape
measure provides a new model for continuous pitch control. This model offers the
possibility of visually ‘measuring’ musical pitch on a one-dimensional scale, through
markings or colors. It also presents the potential for developing new representations of
musical compositions in commonly understood units such as inches or millimeters.
MusicalTM can be operated in either continuous mode or discrete mode. In continuous
mode, the user can sweep smoothly across a pitch range by pulling the tape measure. The
measure represents an unbroken pitch continuum, from which the user can produce a
virtually infinite number of notes. But the user still faces a challenge in precisely
locating individual notes. In discrete mode, this difficulty is removed, as chromatic steps
are mapped onto existing markings on the tape measure. In this mode, pulling the tape
out (while pressing button(s)) will vary the pitch of the note(s) being played discretely,
and within a scale. (In the current pd patches, one chromatic “half-step” is mapped to 1/2
inch on the slider).
In discrete mode, MusicalTM resembles a harmonica in some respects. Sliding a
harmonica left or right when blowing through it will produce a pre-selected scale of notes
whose pattern depends on the type of harmonica used. The PD patches in MusicalTM
allow the user to program a variety of scales into the sliding motion of the instrument.
Currently, MusicalTM includes in a major scale setting, a harmonic minor scale setting,
and a “blues-like” scale setting. The user, however, can create new scales by
programming any sequence of notes that can be represented in tabular form in PD, even if
the sequence does not monotonically increase in pitch.
In addition, the intervals between buttons are mapped to scale note intervals rather than
absolute pitch intervals. This makes it very easy to play chords. For example, playing a
particular triad on the buttons while sliding up a major scale, for example, would produce
the canonical music theory chord sequence I, ii, iii, IV, V, vi, vii.

The choice of mapping pitch increase to pulling the tape measure and mapping pitch
decrease to retracting the tape measure was intuitively driven by the familiar layout of a
piano keyboard, where the notes increase in pitch from left to right. (MusicalTM is
designed to be held in the left hand, so the tape pulls out to the right). This is in contrast
to the trombone and theremin, where extending the hand maps to a decrease in pitch
while retracting motion maps to increase in pitch. Deciding which mapping is more
appropriate is not obvious, and could be debated extensively before a definitive
conclusion is reached.
Thinking of the motion driving pitch control in terms of stretch opens up the notion of
note distortion, as a spring is distorted when pulled. The hardware of a tape measure
incorporates a type of torsional spring, called a constant force spring, which exerts a
roughly unchanging force over a large angle of deformation. However, the spring does
distort and the force does increase somewhat, and the analogy can be applied, so that
pulling the tape or string can represent stretching the note.
This analogy brings its own bearing on the debate of pitch mapping. Considering the
length of the tape alone implies that the longer it is pulled, the lower it’s natural
frequency, and thus the lower the pitch it represents. However, considering that
stretching a spring increases its stiffness implies that the longer it is stretched the higher
the natural frequency. To be truly scientific about it, one would have to examine the
equation for natural frequency of a 2-node string. However, it may just come down to an
intuitive ‘feeling’. If the spring force is strong enough, the illusion of stretching the
stiffness may more strongly align with the user’s intuition than the predominantly
visually-influenced judgment based on length.
Mapping and Controls
Devising a control scheme presented many challenges in the creation of MusicalTM.
MusicalTM was designed with the intention of outfitting the interface with many degrees
of freedom, to give the user the sense of “shaping and moving” the music with his or her
hands. This required sensors, which could measure different types and subtleties of
motion. In addition, the design sought to map motion in a meaningful way, to represent
the desired changes in MusicalTM quality.
Pitch
The team chose from the start to integrate pitch control into the main mechanism of
MusicalTM, the tape measure. A rotational potentiometer was chosen as an ideal means of
measuring the rotary motion of a coiling and uncoiling tape measure. A 10-turn pot
offers a broad sensing range equal to 20 Pi * D, where D is the diameter of the pulley
around which the tape measure turns. The rotary motion of the potentiometer also
provides a simple and elegant mapping to pitch variation.

Many tape measures have one end of the spring fixed to the stationary housing, while the
tape pulls the other end of the spring, winding or unwinding it around the fixed end. This
type of tape measure does not lend itself easily to coupling with a potentiometer. We
found a more suitable type for this application, with a rotating housing in which the tape
and spring are coiled. We glued one end of the potentiometer to the rotating housing and
fixed the other end to the circuit board, so that as the housing rotated, it varied the
potentiometer resistance. The resulting effect is that the potentiometer turns 1 rotation
for every length Pi*D that the tape measure is pulled, where D is the diameter of the
coiled tape inside the housing.
A programmable motor could provide an alternative means to map rotary motion. This
method would allow for haptic feedback to be integrated electronically in various ways
and to varying degrees. For example, electronic detents could be added to alert the user
to note locations along the length of the tape’s travel. Alternatively, variable resistance
could be added and controlled more precisely for different lengths, and a program could
be implemented to cause the motor to automatically rewind the tape when the user stops
pulling. The motor method, while an attractive alternative, was not chosen because of the
time constraints of this project.
The team also initially considered replacing the rotary control with a retractable
telescoping device such as a pointer. This idea seemed attractive because a pointer can
withstand force in bending, and could then be coupled to a force sensor that would
measure the angle of the pointer for stereo panning. However, the team decided against
this idea mainly because extending and retracting a telescoping device involves a series
of discrete motions. The more continuous motion of a tape measure seemed more
appropriate for continuous sound control.
Stereo Panning
Initially, we intended to implement an altered version of the tape measure – using a string
instead of a tape. The string, being flexible in all directions, would give the user more
freedom of expression while opening up avenues for new dimensions of MusicalTM
control. By varying the string angle in a clockwise direction, the user could change the
balance from left to right, and vice versa in the counterclockwise direction. Sensing the
direction and degree of the string angle could present a spatially intuitive mapping for
stereo panning, or even surround sound, with the right speaker hardware.
Incorporating the string in the hardware construction, however, proved more difficult
than expected. The pulley had to be axially offset from the spring, which put a cocking
moment on the shaft when the string was pulled. The moment caused a high friction in
the system, resisting turning of the shaft. This friction, exacerbated by the imperfections
in the materials and manufacturing of some of the parts used, caused the string to stick at
various points when retracting.
Because the emphasis on the continuous capability of the instrument made it important to
achieve smooth pulling and retraction of the string, we eventually decided to incorporate

an entire smooth-acting tape measure directly into the instrument. We also decided not to
pursue the stereo effects due to time constraints.
Chords/Individual Notes
MusicalTM incorporates eight buttons on the main body, which can be used individually
or collectively to activate the music. The first button is assigned the root pitch,
determined by the sliding tape, and subsequent buttons are configured to be offset a
distance from the root.
Each button is comprised of a 0.2” FSR covered with a foam-rubber pad. Taking
advantage of the continuous nature of the FSR sensors and mapping resistance variation
to volume gives the buttons an added dimension. Through the buttons, the user can
independently and simultaneously control the volume of different notes. The foam
provides a passive form of haptic feedback, which allows the user to relate volume to
deformation of the foam.
These features give the performer the ability to play different combinations of tones,
either in sequences or in chords, at any position along the slider. It also provides another
compelling advantage over other continuous-pitch-control devices: the ability to slide
multiple notes at once, and actually change those notes during the slide.
Timbre
The team also liked idea of incorporating an amorphous “squeeze” motion into the
system. This provided a favorable means of adjusting the timbre, which can be viewed as
a sort of organic sound modulation. This was accomplished by outfitting the end of the
tape with a foam ball. The foam ball was cut in half and then glued back together with an
FSR mounted between the two halves, and attached to the end of the tape measure.
When the user squeezes the foam the FSR sees a varying force, which is communicated
to the microcontroller as a varying voltage, and then to the computer as a varying data
signal. PD then uses FM synthesis to modify the timbre of the music accordingly.
Squeezing the ball increases the modulation index of the synthesized voices, achieving a
“wah”-like effect (inspired by wah-pedals commonly used with electric guitars).
We originally hoped to use velocity and acceleration of the slider or button presses to
affect the timbre of sound based on intensity of each. However, limited knowledge of PD
and time constraints precluded the possibility of pursuing these paths.
Portability
An important element guiding the design of MusicalTM from the beginning was
portability. We wanted this instrument to be a mobile means of creative entertainment,
that could be played in virtually any setting – at school, on the bus or subway, walking in
the park… It had to be small and non-cumbersome. The design of MusicalTM assumes a
somewhat steep learning curve as a natural consequence of the continuous control

capabilities. However, we hope that the combination of portability and a fun interface
will enable and encourage frequent practice, wherever and whenever the user has time.
Computer Interface
MusicalTM interfaces to a Linux machine through an ATMEL AVR ATMega163
microcontroller, which contains an on-board 8-channel, 10-bit A/D converter,
programmable serial UART, and 4 8-bit programmable data ports.
Interfacing 10 continuous sensors (8 FSR buttons, 1 FSR squeeze modulator, and 1
potentiometer) to the AVR board, which only supports 8 analog inputs, required
multiplexing multiple inputs to a single pin. MusicalTM includes two 4-to-1 multiplexors,
both on the same chip, for the button inputs. This enables all 10 of the analog sensors to
be routed through only 4 of the AVR’s A/D channels.
PD buffer overflow problems necessitated the reduction of MIDI messages sent by the C
code. Where originally, the code logged the status of each button continuously, the
revised version continually reads their status, but (keeping track of the last value that was
sent on each MIDI channel) only sends values that have just changed. Since normally
only a few buttons are changing at a time, this significantly reduces the communications
load on the system. Instead of sending 10 Midi notes per cycle (many redundantly), the
system only sends a few (the ones that are actively changing).
To send data about the position of the tape measure (that is, the 'a-to-d' value of the 10turn pot), we wanted to be sure to capture all 10 bits from the a-to-d converter. Since each
midi note is only 7 bits long, we packed the 10 bits into a single midi message, by using
the "note" value of the message to send the 7 most-significant bits, and appropriating the
"velocity" value of the midi message to send the last 3 least-significant bits. When this
information is received in pd, it gets re-packed into a single number that ranges from 0 to
127 that has 3 bits of sub-integer precision (see "inputs.pd" file).

